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Values RESPECT | EMPATHY | GRATITUDE

Communication and Language
Physical Development
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Literacy
Mathematics
Understanding the World
Expressive Arts and Design

Overview In this unit the children will be immersed in Space. We will begin by
exploring a spaceship crash scene in our outdoor area, this will also form the
basis of our writing showcase. The children will explore the different planets
before turning their attention to under pant loving aliens!

Engagement Alien crash scene in our outdoor area.
Celebration Learning will be shared on Tapestry, Family Friday.

Habits of mind
Children will develop their willingness to engage in all areas of the provision as it will be
enhanced with their interests in mind. The rainbow challenges will help them develop their
resilience and perseverance.
Oracy & Dialogue
A slave’s speech to Columbus, Drama: Columbus arrested, living as a pirate, documentarymaking: video reports.
Playful Enquiry
Day in the life of a Columbus crew member – children in immersed in pretence role-play,
physical activities being on a ship and imaginative games.

Visitors
Skype session with expedition team; a school in the
Bahamas.

Educational Visits / Enrichment Day
Alien

Classroom Display
Explorer theme: adventure stories on scrolls, maps
and photos.

Topic Title: Space

Enquiry Question:

Focus Texts: Whatever Next, Aliens love Underpants, non fiction texts
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